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Letter No. 30



(3/16/2009) David Somers - Playa Vista EIR - Phase 2 Page 1

From: Marcia Hanscom <wetlandact@earthlink.net>
To: <david.somers@lacity.org>
Date: 3/12/2009 2:12 PM
Subject: Playa Vista EIR - Phase 2

Hello David,

I understand that you are responsible at the City for planning issues
re: Playa Vista Phase 2.  We were not notified of the new EIR
documents, and would like to be able to access those documents.   Can
you please let me know if there is a way to obtain a hard copy of
these documents?  And also possibly an internet link?   And please
include us on your list of organizations for all notifications
related to Playa Vista.

Thank you.

~

Marcia Hanscom
Managing Director
CLEAN ~ Coastal Law Enforcement Action Network

enforcing laws protecting the California coast

322 Culver Blvd., #317
Playa del Rey, CA  90293
(310) 821-9045 (telephone)
(310) 448-1219 (facsimile)

a biodiversity project of the International Humanities Center

Letter No. 31



(5/1/2009) David Somers - Phase 2 Playa Vista comments Page 1

From: Marcia Hanscom <wetlandact@earthlink.net>
To: <david.somers@lacity.org>
CC: Grieg Asher <grieg.asher@lacity.org>, Norman Kulla <norman.kulla@lacity....
Date: 4/30/2009 5:06 PM
Subject: Phase 2 Playa Vista comments
Attachments: PVphase2.pdf; CANADAGOOSE00000061.JPG; CANADAGOOSE200000059.JPG

David,

Please accept these comments related to the Phase 2 Playa Vista project.  The comments are on behalf 
of CLEAN, Ballona Institute and Wetlands Defense Fund.  Also attached are two photographs of a flock 
of Canada Goose feeding on the proposed Phase 2 Playa Vista site this last winter.

I am sending you under a subsequent email message one more photograph attachment of an Osprey 
eating a fish on the Phase 2 site.  (I can only send three attachments at a time in this program.)

Thank you very much.

~ Marcia Hanscom

Letter No. 32



 April 30 , 2009

 David J. Somers
 City Planning Department, Room 750
 City of  Los Angeles - City Hall
 200  No. Spring Street
 Los Angeles, CA 90012

  re: Playa V ista Phase 2 - RS-DEIR - ENV-2002-6129- EIR
State Clearinghouse No.2002111065

 Dear Mr. Somers:

 On behalf  of  CLEAN (Coastal Law Enforcement Action Network), Wetlands Defense  
 Fund and the B allona Institute, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the recircu- 
 lated draft EIR for Playa Vista’s Phase 2 , which they call “T he Village.”

 We appreciate the efforts the City has made to comply with the California Environmen- 
 tal Quality Act (CEQA), however we believe in order to comply fully with CEQA, the 
 City is required to circulate a complete new Environmental Impact Report, based on the  
� fact�that�circumstances�have�changed�significantly�and�significant�new�information�has��
 come forth since the initial EIR was completed, circulated and approved.  Such changed  
 circumstances and new information include the following:

 1 . ECOLOGICAL RESERVE: More than 500  acres of  the B allona Wetlands ecosystem  
 were designated by the State of  California as “Ecological Reserv e” lands.  Nothing in the  
� original�EIR�discussed�the�potential�impacts�of �T he�Village,�its�attendant�traffic,�air �quality,��
 diminishment of  open space, and other impacts on this newly created Ecological Reserv e.   
 T hese impacts must be discussed and mitigated, according to CEQA.     
     
            more....   

322 Culver Blvd., #317, Playa del Rey, CA 90293 ~ fax: (310) 448-1219
Ballona I nstitute: (310) 823-7040; CLEAN & Wetlands Defense Fund: (310) 821-9045

Ballona Institute, CLEAN and Wetlands Defense Fund are public benefit charitable trust 501(c)(3) projects of  the International Humanities Center

Wetlands Defense Fund



Wetland s Defense Fund

Playa Vista Phase 2  COMMENT S
April 30, 2009
page 2

As you know, Public Resources Code Section 21092.1; 14  CCR 15088.5  requires that a new 
EIR�be�recirculated�for�public�comment�and�agency�consultation�whenever�ther�is�“significant�
new information” regarding a substantial adverse environmental effect of  the project or a fea-
sible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect (including a feasible project alternative.)”

T here are numerous agencies contemplating and involved with restoration of  the B allona Wet-
lands Ecological Reserv e, and these agencies, including the California Dept. of  Fish & Game, 
California Coastal Commission, State Coastal Conserv ancy, California State Parks Department, 
US Fish & Wildlife Serv ice, US Army Corps of  Engineers, National Marine Fisheries Serv ice 
and�the�US�Environmental �Protection�Agency�should�be�notified�and�in�receipt�of �a�complete�
EIR for the entire Phase 2  project.  Jefferson B oulevard, which runs directly through the Eco-
logical�Reserv e�is�also�directly�adjacent�to�the�Phase�2�“Village”�proposed�site,�and�traffic�and�
other impacts from the proposed development will clearly impact this new Ecological Reserv e.

2 . WILDLIFE IMPACTS   Wildlife impacts must be discussed and mitigated, especially 
related to the Ecological Reserv e.  We have reviewed photographs (see attached) showing the 
American Osprey (which is a rare bird species protected by the Migratory B ird T reaty Act) and 
Canada Goose (also a bird protected by the Migratory B ird T reaty Act) feeding DIRECT LY 
ON T HE PHASE 2 site  -- these photos were taken within the last year by B allona naturalist 
Jonathan�Coffin�and�are�attached�to�this�letter.

In�spite�of �this�evidence�of �birds�still�using�this�part�of �the�B allona�Wetlands�historical�flood-
plain, there is no discussion of  mitigation for Phase 2  impacts, some impacts of  which were 
already�inflicted�upon�the�wildlife�when�native�willows�and�other�habitat�were�removed�by�
Playa Vista prior to an injunction being placed on the property, and some impacts of  which 
are yet to come, as evidenced by wildlife still using the site for foraging.  Mitigation for these 
and other wildlife impacts must be discussed and implemented if  this project is to be approved 
lawfully under CEQA.

3. PLAYA DEL REY PARKING  Due to the Ecological Reserv e now enforcing laws previ-
ously not enforced when the land was in private hands, parking impacts to businesses in Playa



Playa Vista Phase 2  COMMENT S
April 30 , 2009
page 3

del Rey already being felt and will likely be increased by T he Village and its future inhabitants.  
T hese impacts must be discussed and mitigated for in order to comply with CEQA.

4. SEA-LEVEL RISE:  Due to Global Warming and Climate Change, new Sea Level Rise and 
Inundation maps were recently releases by the State of  California.  T hese maps show T he Village 
and other areas to the west of  T he Village at high risk  for inundation due to climate change predic-
tions.  Impacts to the surrounding areas, residents, businesses and transportation corridors, as well 
as the Ecological Reserv e, must be analyzed, disclosed and commented on by relevant agencies and 
the�public�and�considered�for�mitigation�or�alternative�project�potentials.��T his�is�significant�new�
information which triggers the requirement for a new EIR.

5. SURROUNDING DEVELOPMENT:  Numerous other development projects, some not 
contemplated when Phase 2  was originally conceived and analyzed, have been built or approved 
since this time.  It is crucial that these developments and a comprehensive cumulative impact re-
view be completed and analyzed and then commented on by the public and the appropriate agen-
cies in order for CEQA to be complied with.

We appreciate your attention to these important issues which we think make the recirculated EIR 
deficient�and�not�in�compliance�with�the�California�Environmental�Quality�Act�(CEQA.)

T hank you for the opportunity to comment.

With best regards,

Marcia Hanscom
on behalf  of  
B allona Institute
CLEAN
&
Wetlands Defense Fund

Wetland s Defense Fund







(5/1/2009) David Somers - photo to go with comments on Playa Vista Phase 2 Page 1

From: Marcia Hanscom <wetlandact@earthlink.net>
To: <david.somers@lacity.org>
CC: Norman Kulla <norman.kulla@lacity.org>, Grieg Asher <grieg.asher@lacity....
Date: 4/30/2009 5:10 PM
Subject: photo to go with comments on Playa Vista Phase 2
Attachments: 2285146304_93281d80bb_o.jpg

David,

Here is the photo I said I would attach in another email.  It is a photo of an American Osprey eating a fish 
(likely a Striped Mullet) on the Phase 2 Playa Vista proposed project site.  The fish would have been 
caught in the Ballona Creek Estuary, and this area was needed by the Osprey to have its dinner.

Marcia Hanscom



(5/1/2009) David Somers - 2285146304_93281d80bb_o.jpg Page 1
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David Somers 
City Planning Commission 
April 6, 2009 
Page 2 

• 40,000 sq. ft. of community serving uses. 

Under the Specific Plan, The Village should only be entitled to build 108,050 
square feet of office and light industrial space.1 That would be in addition to the four 
large office buildings, the Clippers training center and other buildings currently under 
construction in Phase III of the Playa Vista property. 

Before any of Playa Vista had been built (early 1990s), there were no signal 
lights on Jefferson Boulevard between Lincoln Boulevard and Inglewood Boulevard (1.6 
miles);now there are seven. There are now 10 traffic signals in the two miles of 
Jefferson Blvd. between Lincoln Blvd. and the 405 freeway onramp, and at least one 
additional signal at Grosvenor Blvd. is anticipated. There is no reason to allow 
additional development outside the scope of the original Specific Plan. It flies in the 
face of reason for the R-EIR to conclude that development of the Proposed Project "is 
not anticipated to alter the general land use patterns and relationships in the Proposed 
Project vicinity." (R-EIR 1-21) 

Furthermore, the Court of Appeal correctly pointed out that if The Village were 
only developed to the extent contemplated by the Specific Plan, there would be office 
space on Jefferson Blvd. and undeveloped land, instead of residences, below the 
Westchester Bluffs. That land could be used to help the City of Los Angeles to 
implement its Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan for the Ballona Watershed in 
compliance with· State Water Resources Control Board Order WQ 2000-11. Not only 
that, but if the City were to be given an easement over the property, the land could be 
used to help create the hoped-for Green Corridor from the Baldwin Hills to Santa 
Monica Bay.2 For the City of Los Angeles as a whole, that would be a far better land 
use than the generation of additional wastewater from residences and businesses. 

The City of Los Angeles should refuse to adopt the R-EIR and limit development 
of The Village to the terms of the 1986 Specific Plan. 

Very truly yours, 

DEL REY HOMEOWNERS & NEIGHBORS ASSOCIATION 

Elizabeth Zamora, President 

I To provide some perspective, the current redevelopment of the nearby Fox Hills Mall includes the addition ofa 
156,000 square foot Target anchor store. 
2 It should be noted that the R-ElR contains contradictory statements as to total amount of acreage in the Proposed 
Project (99.3 acres or 111.0 acres) and how much parkland/open space will be included in the Proposed Project 
(11.7(11.4 + 0.4 ~ ll.S acres), or 17 acres) (p. I-IS). 
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Letter No. 36



show less impact from the Playa Vista traffic. This is a violation of LA City General 
and Community Plan policies. 

Issue - AIR TRAFFIC 

1. Private or Chartered Airplane Traffic: The types of businesses that Playa Vista devel
opers are seeking (such as the entertainment industry) are more likely to fly in pri
vate/ chartered jets rather than using commercial airlines. Since LAX is discouraging 
corporate/private jets from using LAX so that they can increase runway space for the 
larger commercial jets, it appears that the building of Playa Vista (both Phase 1 and 
Phase 2) will increase jet traffic at Santa Monica Airport. 

2. What is the estimated increase of jet travel at Santa Monica Airport from Playa Vista 
Phases I & II, separately and combined? Further, what will the impacts be on noise 
and air quality for Santa Monica? (It should be noted that the City of Santa Monica 
and a neighborhood organization, Friends of Sunset Park, requested such a study in 
1995 but, even at this late date, one has not been conducted.) 

3. Have there been any studies of the impacts of private or chartered airplane traffic 
upon Santa Monica or its neighborhoods? If yes, what were the findings and recom
mended mitigations. If not studied, why not? 

4. Helicopter Traffic: What is the estimated impact on number of flights, noise and air 
pollution on Santa Monica from the 2 grand-fathered helicopter pads (i.e., unlimited 
flights allowed) at Playa Vista? 

Thank you for consideration of these important issues. 

Sincerely, 

1;~~ 
Zina Josephs, President 

)(:0/y~/a 
Kathy Knight, Past President 

Friends of Sunset Park 
P.O. Box 5823 
Santa Monica, CA 90409 
www.FriendsofSunsetPark.org 

fs. !Vrz :HVc.tJ/!.l'o~ 6y j('ere;&2I1.Jce ?it/£... ~/e/&-I)v;4L U?M/>"IB.<Jr 
~ OF' O~.eB'C zP'2 /))LIO 7tw o~d Ct7/Vl~-V7S /D ~ 
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Los~~Asmy c."p,.ote:.,;
I'.O:Sdld3t111 
Los~CA .90053-2325 
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Playa Vista Phase 2 environmental issues are inextricably linked to the 
environmental issues of Playa Vista Phase 1 

The Phase 2 EIR relies heavily, if not entirely, upon "approvals" for environmental issues and 
mitigation measures applied to Phase I (ErR and environmental studies). Within Phase I 
approvals and ongoing litigation lies the start of the City's failures to be truthful, candid and 
forthright; act in good faith; provide full disclosure, provide accountability and; abide by its 
own codes, regulations and laws. 

The following queries, comments and evidentiary exhibits (see listing) apply to Playa Vista 
Phase 2 directly via the City's application of Phase I environmental mitigation assessments and 
conclusions used as support for Phase 2 environmental mitigation assessments and conclusions. 
The exhibits, include new information and provide data support for environmental issues that 
have not been resolved and!or addressed as required under CEQA that pertain directly to 
environmental issues of Phase 2 and to Phase 2 via Phase 1 environmental issues and 
conclusions cited by the City in the Phase 2 ErR. 

Because Playa Vista Phase I and 2 are inexorably linked, both must be utilized for any 
meaningful CEQA cumulative analysis of the Playa Vista development site. It is imperative 
under CEQ A for the City to respond to the issues that are provided herein and, for the City to 
provide, as required under CEQA, the inclusion! specific citation to, any and all data support for 
City comments and!or conclusions. 

Due to the voluminous nature of documents that are already in the possession of the City and 
City Attorney pertaining to the Playa Vista site, it would be too great a financial burden for GC 
and/or ETINA to re-supply all of these relevant documents to the City of LA for purposes of 
response to the Phase 2 Draft ErR. 

Therefore, for purposes of a CEQA record for the Phase 2 ErR, Grassroots Coalition herein 
incorporates by reference, various sets of documents that are in the possession of the City of LA 
via the City Attorney and City Controller's Office. GC incorporates by reference both the 
Superior Court and Appellate Court proceedings (record including but not limited to the briefs 
and transcripts (inclusive of the 2001 CLA Report & Directives and Phase 1 EIR) in ETINA vs 
City of Los Angeles! Playa Capital LLC as well as any and all documents that are part of the 
2007 Chief Legislative Analyst's Report (CLA 2007). The CLA 2007 and ETINA v City of LA 
et al documents directly pertain to any and all cumulative analysis of oilfield gas mitigation 
!dewatering (wastewater issues) of Phase 1 and 2 and, provide Department of Sanitation 
documents specifically pertaining to Phase 2 and Phase I both independently and cumulatively 
for proper CEQA disclosure and evaluation. GC also incorporates by reference the full City 
Controller's 2005 Performance Audit of the Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety 
(LADBS); 2007 Audit of the City ofLNs Oversight of the Playa Vista Gas Safety Systems, 
including any and all LA City Department! LA City Controller letters, memos pertaining to 
same. 



The documents cited for inclusion into a Phase 2 DElR response record are key data and 
information that pertain to critical health and safety mitigation feasibility and accountability 
under CEQA regulations. The data includes wastewater issues as an integral part of the 
necessary gas mitigation measures of Playa Vista. The Phase 2 EIR fails to include/ reference 
or discuss the documents referenced above. GC herein provides some of the documents 
referenced above as exhibits within this DEIR Phase 2 response. 

CURRENT LEGAL ACTION AND PLAYA VISTA PHASE 2 
ETINA v City of Los Angeles/ Playa Capital LLC is in process of going before the Appellate 
Court where ETINA won its case against the City in 2005. Key issues in the appeal revolve 
around the City's failure to perform CEQA as ordered by the Appellate Court, failure to actually 
vacate the approval of the methane mitigation systems as ordered pending a CEQA review of the 
dewatering! methane mitigation issues and prejudicial abuse of discretion. According to LA City 
Public Record Act responses to GC from the City Departments- LADBS, LAFD and the 
Department of Sanitation were never notified by the City that the Appeals Court had ordered the 
vacating of the methane mitigation measures for Phase 1. The Phase 1 methane 
mitigation/dewatering issues pertain to Phase 2 as well and must therefore be resolved prior to 
reliance of "no significant environmental impact" conclusion is made for both Phase 1 and 2. 

The same Appellate justices ruling over ETINA v City ofLAI Playa Capital LLC, reversed the 
LA City/ Playa Capital LLC Superior Court lawsuit victory against multiple Phase 2 plaintiffs, 
including Ballona Education and EcoSystem Project, and halted any fmther development 
activities upon Phase 2 pending the outcome of a new ElR. Thus, as the two lawsuits have over
lapping issues-namely dewatering/wastewater and oilfield gas mitigation- that must be 
adequately and prudently reviewed, the City attempts to simply avoid the issues by way of 
creating a disappearing act through non-disclosure and provides instead sweeping conclusions 
regarding dewatering without providing any substantial evidence. 

DEWATERING/ WASTEWATER- New Information 
The following section from Petitioners' ETINA And GC's Additional Objections To Return To 
Writ serves to comment upon both Phase I preducial abuse of discretion as well as continued 
abuse regarding the Phase 2 EIR since Phase 2 relies upon conclusions (including 
dewatering/wasterwater issues) rendered by the City regarding Phase 1 and any cumulative 
analysis of Phase 2 which must include Phase 1. 

"'The Lead Agency shall not knowingly release a deficient document hoping that public 
comments will conect defects in the documents." (Guidelines 15020) 

To date there have been no State EPA agencies to "peer review ( "peer review" as defined 
by EPA agencies under Health & Safety Codes) any dewatering or wastewater issues 
associated with the Playa Vista site Phase 1 and no state or federal agency to provide 
involvement in any CEQA review of these issues for Phase 1. Thus, no cumulative analysis 
is possible of Phase 2 and Phase 1 without having verifiable data under CEQA. 

3 



The City's refusal to undertake CEQA review regarding Playa Vista Phase I is revealed by the 
City Attorney, Rocky Delgadillo letter to City Council 3/17/06 Co. File # 05-2696 The letter 
provides his interpretation and directions on how to respond to the Appellate Court Order in 
2005 in ETINA V City of LA: 

"You must now take action to comply with the Writ, a copy of which is attached. The Writ 
directs the City Council: 

'immediately upon receipt of this Writ to vacate your approval of the methane mitigation 
measures for the Playa Vista First Phase Project for the purpose of determining whether a 
subsequent EIR or a supplemental EIR is required with respect to groundwater dewatering, and 
proceed accordingly as required by CEQA.' 
..... By adopting the language below, you will have complied with the first direction of the Writ. 
ftnotel 

ACTION REQUIRED: 

City Council hereby VACATES 'the approval of the methane mitigation measures for the 
Playa Vista First Phase Project for the purpose of determining whether a subsequent EIR or a 
supplemental EIR is required with respect to groundwater dewatering.' 

Footnote 1-
The second requirement, i.e. 'determining whether a subsequent EIR or a supplemental EIR is 
required with respect to groundwatering, and proceeding accordingly as required by CEQA' will 
occur after the studies contemplated by your January 1 I, 2006, motion are completed. Staffwill 
report back to you at that time with the results of the studies and with recommendations for your 
actions with respect to CEQA." 

Also, 
"It is the City's duty, not the public's to do the proper environmental investigation. (Save Our 
Peninsula, supra, 87 Cal. App. 4h at 122; Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino (1988) 202 Cal. 
App. 3d 296, 31 I.) The City violated the information disclosure provisions of CEQ A by not 
producing records from the Department of Sanitation for the City Council and the public to 
review." 

The documents and reports provided herein are GC Public Record Act request responses from 
the Department of Sanitation, the lead City department for wastewater oversight and documents 
from the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board. (permanent groundwater methane 
dewatering pem1its are provided in attachment ETINA And GC Opposition To Respondents and 
RPI's Motion To Overrule Objections To The Return To Writ) These documents are critical for 
understanding dewatering and wastewater issues and overall groundwater issues and as such, are 
key to any and all dewatering evaluations regarding gas mitigation systems as well as overall and 
cumulative wastewater impacts and cumulative groundwater environmental impacts. The 
documents referenced and provided herein, have not been disclosed or discussed in the 



Phase 2 EIR. These documents provide the only actual site dewatering information that GC has 
existing thus far. The City has attempted to keep these documents out of the Phase 1 
litigation record (ETINA v City of LA et at ) and its failure to discuss or produce these 
documents for the Phase 2 DEIR indicates that the City chooses to not disclose this critical 
information and chooses instead to attempt to rely upon the overly narrowed scope and 
landscape used in the Playa Capital LLC (dewatering) modeling report and its assertions 
within the Phase 2 DEIR that no long term dewatering will be required for the Phase 2 
area. 

Re: CLA Report 2007 and why it should not be relied upon for Phase 2 impact analysis. 

(Excerpts from ETINA And GC's Opposition To Respondents and RPI's Motion To Overrule 
Objections To The Return To Writ) 
"8. Playa Vista and the City Failed to Use Actual Data to Determine Whether the 
Dewatering Would Have a Significant Impact. 

The Peer Reviewers' modeling was based on data provided solely by Playa Vista, which has a 
substantial economic interest in avoiding CEQA review. No independent data was collected or 
used for the 'peer reviewers'. The actual data was not independently verifiable because such 
data was theoretically provided to the public in a binary electronic form. Unfortunately, no one 
but Playa Vista and allegedly the City's peer reviewer were able to open the electronic data. 
Such data was not provided in a hard copy to the public. The City cannot rely solely on Playa 
Vista, a party with a vested interest in the project to supply data. (Save Our Peninsula Com. V. 
Monterey County Board of Supervisors (2001)87 Cal. App. 4th 99,121.) 

Furthermore, actual data from the Department of Sanitation demonstrates that the modeling 
was off by 400%. Playa Vista claimed that their model estimated only 16,000 gallons a day were 
being pumped from the site (3RRS30) However, actual estimates from the industrial waste water 
permits from the Department of Sanitation permits approximately 72,000 gallons a day. In 
addition, the CDM report analyzed five buildings.(3RR 538) Actual maps of the industrial 
discharge permits show nume4rous buildings requiring dewatering. Not only does this new 
information demonstrate that the City has been constructing dewatering systems in violation of 
the writ, but it demonstrates that the dewatering study was completely inaccurate and does not 
constitute substantial evidence. (See Save Our Peninsula, supra, 87 Cal. App. 4th 99,121, 'the 
impacts of the project must be measured against real conditions on the ground. ')" 

The dewatering (wastewater) issues are critical to the safe performance of the gas safety 
systems for Phase 2 and Phase 1 as well as key to the overall (cumulative) water-table 
function of Ballona Wetlands and adherence to the Porter-Cologne Act. The waters under 
Playa Vista are classified as a potential drinking water source. Degradation of the water 
via dewatering and causing further saltwater intrusion or altering the recharge rate of the 
aquifer would be contrary to current protective laws. Potential subsidence is also a critical 
issue. 



Example of studies required by the City of Los Angeles but the City subsequently fails to 
perform: 

2001- City Council approval of the 2001 CLA Report and Directives cites, 

"The hydrogeologic study will ensure that groundwater withdrawal will be less than the 
recharge rate of the aquifer. " (AR 1184) 

This study has still not been performed, therefore it is still unclear whether such a goal can be 
satisfied. (Sacramento Old City Assoc. v City Council of Sacramento 229 Cal App 3d 1011, 
1028-1029 (1991» 
Instead, the City in the CLA 2007- (the City's designed study in response to the Appeal Court;s 
Order) provides in a footnote from Nov. 23, 2005, page 2-

"The City of Los Angeles CEQA threshold criteria included consideration o.f project components 
that would 'result in demonstrable and sustained reduction in groundwater recharge capacity '; 
however, this criterion was not considered in this report since potential impacts to groundwater 
recharge capacity are the result of surface developmentfeatures. The methane system 
dewatering will not influence the groundwater recharge capacity. " 

Thus, the City avoids not only a prudent CEQA evaluation of the site but additionally evades an 
evaluation that was sanctioned by City Council action and later acknowledged by the Appeals 
Court as part of the necessary environmental evaluation for Phase 1 of Playa Vista. This is but 
one example of environmental review that must be done and done in tandem with Playa 
Vista Phase 2 in order to provide a reasonable cumulative evaluation of the potential 
environmental impacts regarding dewatering and wastewater. 

DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL (DTSC) - NEW INFORMATION 

The Phase 2 EIR fails to include and provide information for a cumulative impact analysis that 
includes offsite toxic contamination, oilfield gas issues, and dewatering/wastewater issues 
pertaining to all of the above. Namely, the Phase 2 EIR excludes the Draft Preliminary 
Assessment Report for Tract Map No. 49104 Lot 6 prepared by Playa Capital's consultant
Camp Dresser & McKee (CDM) on July 18,2007 AND the DTSC response to that report. 
GC attaches the DTSC response as part of its Phase 2 response. The significance of the DTSC 
report is that it serves to reveal that the City's CLA 2007 (CDM dewatering model) is deficient 
in providing adequate environmental review becanse the data relied upon for that model is the 
same data CDM utilized, in part, for the parcel at issue in the CDM 2007 RepOli. DTSC's 
comments also reflect that the data is inadequate for the immediate vicinity surrounding the 
parcel. Thus, the City caill10t or should not be allowed to rely upon its Phase 1 data for this area 
and its CLA Report 2007 in order to respond to cumulative impact responses in the Phase 2 EIR. 
These issues, as cited by DTSC as well, must still undergo further and adequate analysis. 

Some of the attached DTSC comments are: 



Page 2- note that the requests include the Hughes Aircraft area- located also in Phase 2. 

"4. Provide a more comprehensive summary of historical operations on Lot 6 and immediately 
adjacent areas that may have impacted the site, including the former Hughes Aircraft area, 
former Fire Safety Training Area (FSTA), etc. Include a conceptual site model (CSM) that 
reflects the AOCs, chemicals of potential concern (COPs), etc In addition, include a geological 
CSM. 

6. The Draft PEA Report does not address adequately the validity of the data presented. 
Based on lack of data validation, DTSC can only consider the data as qualitative and 
recommends additional sampling and analysis to support a quantitative risk assessment 
and, possibly, a fate and transport analysis." 

Groundwater environmental issues such as flow directional changes and salinity changes are not 
addressed in the Phase 2 EIR as it pertains to the cumulative evaluation -including Phase 1- of 
groundwater draw-down for decontamination issues or methane mitigation issues. 

In fact the City'S approval of the limited CDM dewatering model, approved CDM's assessment 
that no ground water flow changes would occur due to methane dewatering used in their model. 
The model cites methane dewatering at 16,000 gallons per day (gpd) for the building sites used 
in Playa Capital's model. However, thiB would seem to be contradicted by the new CDM PEA 
Report and DTSC because at 3.2.1.2 SITE HYDROGEOLOGY its states that the 
decontamination activities at the Fire Pit Training Area create a water table draw -down of 
several feet and that it has caused a How change to occur that draws the water opposite of its 
historic flow which would allow the water to How into the marsh west and nw of the site. 
Department of Sanitation records reveal that the Fire Pit Training area removes approximately 8-
10,000 gpd. Considering this volume is causing a water flow change which is a significant 
enviromnental change for an area that the public has paid for dearly to be restored as a wetland, 
it would seem impossible for Playa Capital consultants to assert- as they do- in the 2007 CLA 
Report that the 16,000 gpd,(a volume greater than the newly acknowledged groundwater flow 
change at the Fire Pit Training area) is NOT able to cause any groundwater flow change. 

ETINA and GC requests the groundwater draw downs across the Playa Vista site be evaluated 
and revealed to the public in order for public participation and disclosure regarding a cumulative 
impact analysis of this issue. The current Phase 2 EIR does not adequately describe or address 
this significant cumulative environmental impact upon the Playa Vista site- including but not 
limited to effects upon the ecological areas known as the Riparian Corridor and the "freshwater 
marsh" and all the wetlands adjacent to the Playa Vista project- including but not limited to the 
wetlands across Lincoln Blvd. from the Fountain Park Apts. 

Failure To Discuss the Cumulative Grouudwater Draw-down and Alternatives to 
Groundwater Removal 
Lastly, nowhere in the Phase 2 ErR is there a discussion regarding the draw down of the water 
table, including but not limited to the Bellflower Aquitard, and why this is being allowed to 
occur in light of the water needs of southern California. This is especially troubling since the 
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waters under Playa Vista are considered potential drinking water sources under the Porter
Cologne Act. 
a. Why are there no alternatives discussed to the dewatering and its subsequent "throwing away" 
into the sanitary sewer? 
b. Why has Playa Capital and its occupants not have to have paid for such disposal? What 
contracts exist for Phase 2 and cumulatively with Phase I for water disposal with the Department 
of Sanitation" 
c. Why are there no alternative discussions for groundwater removal as it effects the aquifers 
underlying Playa Vista as well as Playa Vista surface waters-namely the Riparian Corridor and 
the wetlands and marshes? 

PLAYA VISTA ENVIRONMENTAL SETTlNG- New Information & 
Information Formerly Not Disclosed By the City of LA to the Public 

The following attached exhibits are just some of the examples that highlight the extremely 
serious and dangerous nature of the Ba110na Wetlands/ Playa Vista development site and its 
surrounding environs- namely its nnique setting within the coastal Ballona Wetlands (the old LA 
Riverbed) and its adjacent proximity to the high pressure oil and gas storage field operations of 
SOCALGAS. SOCALGAS owns and performs its operations within its mineral right area that 
directly abuts Lincoln Blvd. SOC ALGAS has an easement right to store gas up to 500 -7000 
feet below ground surface (PV EIR- V. 1-1 Safety/Risk of Upset). 

This is a site that the City'S Texas based peer reviewer and oilfield gas consultant, Exploration 
Technologies Inc. (ETl), eal"ly on stated their recommendation that, due to the extremely high 
amounts of surfacing oilfield gases, the site should not be built-out and, if building were 
allowed, it should be non-residential. (1 AR 27-28) 

UNIQUE SITE LOCATION 
Ballona Wetlands - LA River flood plain (50' Gravel aquifer acts as gas conduit and has 
supersaturated areas of oilfield gases that are constantly replenishing (ETI Reports 2000-1, Still 
Working On It-2001 ETI) 

Southern California Gas Company (SEMPRA ENERGY) The project is directly adjacent to an 
active, high pressure underground oil and gas storage operation situated within the oilfield 
setting. 

High Water Table, Daily Tidal Flux- (15 AR 4096, 14 AR 3665, EIR 7258; 27 AR 7261, EIR 
7179) 

Liquefaction Zone (Seismic J-Iazard Mapping 1999, Venice Quadrangle Map) 



2000- Discovery of fracture zones and zones of disrupted strata acting as gas conduits (ETI Still 
Workin On It -CD) 

Because it is earthquake country, there is the future potential for earthquake-induced fluxes of 
large volumes of methane gas. (1 AR 32,9 JA 2440- ETI Report April 17, 2000, Still Workin On 
It ETI 2001) 

The gas seeps are highly unpredictable and methane concentrations can change with the time of 
day, season of year, groundwater conditions, barometric pressure, tidal action near the ocean, and 
many other factors. CDM Oct. 1198 Report Methane Management Recommendations Playa 
Vista First Phase, Prepared for Playa Capital 2-7 (27 AR 7261, 10 JA 2698) 

"It is the experience of the Department that methane gas can be highly migratOlY and transient." 
LADBS Methane Ctrl File-7, Log # 26682 January 19,1999. 

(AR- Administrative Record in ETINA V City of LA, Playa Capital LLC) 

NEW INFORMA nON 

DECLARATION BY ALFRED BABA Y ANS - Former LADBS gas mitigation authority 
This new Declaration provides very disturbing background regarding the feasibility of the 
dewatering/wastewater issues pertaining to the gas mitigation measures. Mr. Babayans,P .E. 
since the 1985 Ross- Dress-For-Less oilfield gas explosion and fires, had been the leading 
LADBS authority assigned to be involved in gas assessment and mitigation for the City of Los 
Angeles. April 6, 2007 Declaration in ETINA v City of LA (Reply in Support of Supplemental 
Objection To Supplemental Return To Peremptory Writ Of Mandate ... ) 

It is requested that the Phase 2 EIR address the comments made by Mr. Babayans in his 
Declaration, including citing to any and all data sources to back up any responses as required 
under CEQA. The issues cited by Mr. Babayans retlect upon the Phase 2 site's mitigation as 
well as cumulatively with Phase 1. 

Excerpts from the Babayan Declaration: 
"9. The methane mitigation systems that were allowed to be installed by the City at Playa Vista 

failed to comply with appropriate design requirements 10 assure safe operation over the range of 
anticipated operating conditions. The most dangerous/iwtures that were allowed to be installed 
by the City at Playa Vista, largely as cost cutting measures are described in the following 
paragraphs. 

10. A so-called Dual System was used in which subsUlface perforated gas collection pipes were 
simultaneously used to also collect water---that was seeping into these gas collection pipes-and 
drained to a sump area. This design practice is extremely dangerous because of the high 
probability that thejperforated gas collection pipes will/ill with water, especially during heavy 
rains, and completely defeat the passively deSigned gas mitigation system. 



Ii. The above-described defective design features employed at the Playa Vista site also 
prevent~on an ongoing basis-the ability to detect and determine if the methane 
mitigation system is actually venting gas to the atmosphere, as required to protect the 
building structures from explosion and fires. This is the centralflaw of the passive 
mitigation system that was allowed to be installed at Playa Vista, against my strenuous 
objections based upon my experience gained in evaluating similar gas hazards in the 
Fairfax area, as described above. This passive system was allowed to be used by the 
City, solely as a cost saving benefit to the builder, as opposed to an active system that 
would allow validation of the ongoing requirements of venting. 

12. I have reviewed various Declarations that have been prepared by LADBS employees, 
who I formerly worked with, that purport to claim that the gas mitigation system at 
Playa Vista works as intended Based upon my personal knowledge of the defects 
existing in this system, these Declarations by current employees of the City are only self 
serving conclusionary opinions, not based upon the actual limitations of the system as 
installed 

13. The serious design defects that exist in the methane mitigation system installed at the 
Playa Vista site were deliberately and intentionally allowed to be used by LADBS 
officials in order tofavor cost cutting measures advanced by the building developers. 
This violated the established practices and procedures of the LADBS, in providing 
protection to the jpublic in assuring safe building practices. As a result of these 
violations, there is an ever present risk of fires and explosions at the Playa Vista site." 

DECLARATION BY BERNARD ENDRES PHD 
ETINA and GC request the Phase 2 ElR responses to address the comments made by Endres 
PhD. Please provide any and all data to back up any and all comments made by the City. It is 
necessary to address this issue due to the potential environmental damage that may occur as part 
of the cumulative dewatering needs of both Phase 2 and Phase l. 

Regarding the scientific necessity of dewatering the 50' vent wells in order for them to degas the 
aquifer-

"11. . .. .in recognition of the scientific reality that the degassing could not be performed using 
merely passive vent pipes extended from the surface into the shallow gas zones. 

14. In 1989 there was a near repeat of the gas hazard conditions that had caused the 1985 
explosion and gas fires. (Fairfax 1985) The City of Los Angeles discovered that the 
Anthony Vent Well had become clogged by the infiltration of water and scale build-up 
in the perforations used at the base of the vent well located at an approximate depth of 50 
feet. These problems led to the formation ofa second Task Force by the City of Los 
Angeles. The study results identified the extreme criticality of not allowing the water 
table to rise above the vent pipe perforations located at an approximate depth of 50 feet. 
Also, it was found critical not to allow scale build-up to occur within the perforations at 
this depth, largely caused by microbial activity occurring within the water and gas 
bubble interface at this depth. 
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15. For the foregoing reasons, and because extensive research has been performed on these 
detailed gas migration hazards and topics, since the 1985 explosion, today the problems 
have been well documented in the scientific literature. Detailed discussions of these 
topics are set forth in a textbook on Gas Migration that I co-authored. 

16. The above findings and research confirm that degassing of the high-pressure gas pockets 
existing in the '50 Foot Gravel' at Playa Vista cannot be accomplished by way of drilling 
passive vent wells into these areas. In particular, the perforations used at the base of the 
vent wells will become clogged with water intrusion and scale build-up in the same 
manner that the Anthony Vent Well clogged in the 1989 time period, and nearly caused a 
repeat explosion of the 1985 Ross Department Store explosion." 

(The Division of Oil and Gas and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR) mandated that the 
Anthony Vent Well be installed with a permanent pump to dewater the well should the water 
table rise as it did in 1989) 

November 2004 California Public Utilities Commission Safety Branch Report 

A November 2004 California Public Commission Safety Branch report was performed as 
part of the litigation between GC and SOCALGAS within the CPUC legal system. This Report 
established a greater than 50% liklihood that the gases surfacing at Playa Vista were 
SOC ALGAS gases. The Report serves as a warning and prescribes numerous investigative 
procedures as followup. 

ETINA and GC request a response to this report that affects the feasibility of mitigating both 
Phase 1 and 2. Under the heading of CPUC and SOCALGAS internal documents GC also 
submits numerous documents that serve as evidence of SOC ALGAS leakage and the inherent 
enhanced dangers of the Project's proximity and environmental influence posed by the high 
pressure underground gas/oil storage operations. 

Please also respond to any and all alternative designs or other alternatives to buildout due to the 
Project's potential to negatively impact the surrounding community(ies) due to capping of the 
site and the site's gas mitigation measures (including dewatering) causing negative 
environmental impacts to both the riparian corridor, marsh and wetlands as well as potential 
negative environmental impacts to the wastewater via dewatering VOCs and H2S into the 
wastewater system. 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES AUDITS BY THE CITY CONTROLLER (2) 
The following two audits by the LA City Controller provide insight into the failure oUhe City'S 
oversight and action taken upon the Playa Vista site. The two audits reveal serious and 
dangerous flaws with adequate expertise, lack of proper certification, implementation and 
accountability problems 
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July 10,2006 City Controller's Performance Audit of the Los Angeles Building and Safety 
Department 

LADBS Deficiencies examples: 
a. "Section II - Finding No.3: The Department's oversight of its inspectors is not 

adequate to ensure the quality and consistency of inspection and code enforcement 
activities." 

b. "Section II-Finding No.2: Continuing Professional Education requirements are not 
adequately tracked and may not be met." 

c. "Section II-Finding No.1: The Department does not ensure compliance with the State's 
regulation requiring inspector certification." 

LADBS example of failure to adhere to its own Action Plan of deficiency con'ections: 
a. "Section II-Finding No.1: LADBS Action- LADBS will ensure that all inspection staff 

be certified in accordance with State law by indentifying inspectors who are required to 
obtain a certification and requiring them to comply with the certification requirements. 
LADBS will also develop a new data base program to track and monitor inspector 
certification status. (Complete by 4/07 and ongoing) 

June 5, 2007 City Controller's Audit on the City's Oversight of the Playa Vista Gas 
Safety Systems 

Review of the 2007 Playa Vista Audit reveals LADBS' failure to comply with its Action plan 
stated above. Several examples of failure are provided below and can be reviewed in full in 
the Working Papers of the Controller's Audit of Playa Vista. 

"Based on interviews with LADBS inspectors ((2007 PV Audit) work papers B-1 through B-
4), the Controller's auditors note: 
-That three of the four on-site DBS inspectors interviewed, (named inspectors ... ,) have no 
training in methane inspection, 
-that 'DBS did not have the expertise to provide a deputy certification of methane'," 
(Page 3 KNBC Audit Review) 

The 2007 Audit reveals that not only can LADBS not provide the required inspection 
documents that would document implementation of gas safety systems but that there are 
continued failures to have qualified certification personnel. (See also attached KNBC Audit 
Review and GC Audit Review) Only by October of2007, does LADBS provide some 
promissory response to the dangerous deficiencies at Playa Vista as seen in the 10/18/2007 
Updated Methane Program Action Plan (GC Public Record Act response from LADBS). 
Unfortunately, by the end 01'2007 much, if not most of Playa Vista Phase I has already been 
built and thus is still unaccounted for and/or failed regarding implementation of the 2001 
CLA Report and Directives including the Playa Vista Methane Prevention Detection and 
Monitoring Program (PVMPDMP). And, the certifications for inspection of methane 
mtems that the City has now provided are only for membrane inspections only. Thus, the 
numerous other required components of the gas safety systems have no qualified certification 
oversight by City personnel. 



Critical 50' Vent Wells-
But for these experimental systems the site was considered to be too dangerous to build. 
(ETI- 2001 CLA Report) 
Background-2007 Audit: 
Two examples from the KNBC Audit Review: 
"50 Foot Vent Wells 
The CLA Report states in its appendix, 'Methane Systems Requirements,' that 'subsurface 
ventilation' is required for Level 3 building areas where the highest methane concentrations 
have been detected. The spreadsheets interpret this requirement as applying to 'subsurface 
ventilation (L3) Pipes to 50 ft vent wells.' 

Nowhere in the spreadsheets for the 18 building sites reviewed is there ANY .explieit 
inspection data relating to continuous monitoring and testing or even annual 
assessments of 
And reporting on the 50 foot vent wells. This seems consistent with DBS' responses to 
Public Record Act Requests filed by Grassroots Coalition for information relating to 
continuous monitoring and testing of the vent wells. In each instance, DBS declared 
that there was no data responsive to the request." 

"Sub-slab Membranes 
The CLA report states (page 3 of text): ' ... building prevention system elements shall 

include ... a City of Los Angeles approved methane gas membrane designed to prevent methane 
gas from migrating into enclosed building areas. As indicated on various spreadsheets, a smoke 
test is the accepted method for initially verifYing the integrity of the membrane. The CLA 
Report also states (page 3 of text): 'Methane sensors above and below the methane membrane 
may also be utilized to assist the qualified methane engineer in determining the integrity of the 
methane membrane.' 

Nowhere in the eighteen spreadsheets is there any indication that th sensors related to the 
membranes are being monitored continuously to enable a qualified inspector to determine 
the continued integrity of the membranes." 

50' VENT WELLS AND DEWATERING 

At the Appellate Court in 2005 in ETINA v City ofLAI Playa Capital LLC the issues of 
dewatering associated with the performance ability of the 50' Vent wells was again raised. 
Any dewatering and subsequent wastewater issues associated with the dewatering are 
key potentially damaging environmental issues that need to be addressed both for 
Phase 1 and cumulatively included for the Phase 2 EIR process. Thus far, this issne has 
not been addressed in the Playa Vista Phase 2 EIR. 

The justices requested information from both the City and ETINA et al to provide data that 
would support the need for dewatering for proper performance and/or the data support that 
shows the wells do not need to be dewatered and will perform safely. As the record reveals, 
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neither side was able to satisfY the Court and the issue was relegated back to the Superior 
Court level. The City however, has independently refused to engage in the issue and respond 
with its own data when posed by ETINA and GC in the 2007 CLA Report. The only City 
information supplied thus far has been the same information rejected by the Appellate Court 
as providing a definitive answer. This issue is relevant to both the City's reliance upon Phase 
1 for Phase 2 competence of system performance as well as pertinent to the cumulative 
dewatering! wastewater issues central to the revised EIR. 

It is important to remember that ETINA was precludedfrom including ETl's Still Workin On 
It Report, that states the 50' pilot vent well system was a failure, due to the Ciy's legal 
objections that the material was time-barred fbr entry into the CEQA record. The City 
prevailed in their argument 

GC and ETINA request that the feasibility of the methane gas systems be revisited within a 
CEQ A review for Phase 2 as it pertains to the system feasibility and as it pertains dewatering 
and wastewater issues. Preducial abuse of discretion led to the City's withholding of 
information to both the Superior Court and Appellate Court namely- the Summary of ETl' s 
Still Workin On It. The City not only withheld the ETI Report from the public but also 
created a pattem of deceit to the Conrt systems when citing that tbe pilot (50') vent well 
system was successful. And, the prejudicial abuse of discretion by the City is revealed in the 
State Lands Commission Attorney Rick Ludlow's (new information) Declaration citing the 
City Attorney's Office withholding the critical ETI Report from public disclosnre. 

The significance of this new information is that it reveals that the very serious LADBS 
deficiencies that LADBS claims it will fix, are shown not to have been fixed when compared to 
the even more scathing 2007 Controller's Audit of LA City Oversight of the Playa Vista Gas 
Safety Systems. The 2007 Audit provides interviews and reviews of data for LADBS that reveal 
"deep flaws that we found in the City's oversight of the project" July 25, 2007 letter to KNBC. 
Controller Laura Chick dming on-air interviews with KNBC's producer Frank Snepp states that 

she emmot vouch for the safety of the Playa Vista site and that the records are mush. (See 
attached DVD section entitled Power Politics) 

2007 City Controller Audit of the LA City Oversight of the Playa Vista Gas Safety Systems 
(continued) 
Today, due in part to the 2007 safety audit done by LA City Controller Chick, it is apparent that 
there was no CEQA enforcement of a mitigation monitor and no CEQA enforcement for the 
implementation of the new and experimental gas safety systems for Phase 1 011 Playa Vista. 
(Aug. 7, '07 Chick letter to Goldberg-City Planner) 

The City Controller characterized the June 12,2001 CLA Report approval by City Council as a 
-PRESENTATION TO COUNCIL. And, that the CLA Report & Directives 2001 was not 
enforcable by the City until February 2004, when the City approved a new CITYWIDE 
METHANE ORDINANCE. (Jnne 5,2007 Controller Chick letter to City Officials) 



Thus, the City believes it was able to dodge any legally binding enforcement of the 200 I City 
Council approved CLA Report and Directives. The 'working papers' of the audit reveal that 
there were deep flaws in the enforcement and accountability for the oilfield gas safety systems. 
Moreover, the Directives to fulfill CEQA requirements were also tossed by the wayside-

With regard to the CEQA requirement of a Mitigation, Monitoring and Reporting Program 
(MMRP) the Controller states, 
"Our review noted that the Planning Department's role as CEQ A monitor lacked authority to 
hold approval of certificates of occupancy, or enforce compliance." (August 7, 2007 Controller 
Chick letter to Goldberg, Director of Plamling) 

The City Controller claims there was no CEQA or legally binding enforceability of the gas 
safety systems and their monitoring and, according to the letters and working papers of the 2007 
Audit the City failed to properly oversee the project. 

The City Controller stated publicly, in interviews done by KNBC-TV that she could not vouch 
for the safety of the site and that the records of the site are mush. 

The City Controller then simply requests proper oversight and compliance by the City for Phase 
2 of Playa Vista. The authority that she requests to occur was already promised and documented 
within the CLA Report and Directives of2001 for Phase 1. Thus, the public is lefl with a lack of 
accountability and enforcement for Phase I due to a proven track record of abuse of discretion 
and failures by the City. 

Additionally, the safety audit of the Playa Vista gas safety systems revealed serious and 
dangerous flaws in oversight, coordination, monitoring and implementation/ lack of 
implementation of the gas mitigation systems. (July 25, 2007 Controller Chick letter to KNBC; 
Working Papers of the Audit of Playa Vista Safety) 

Based on the Controller's auditor interviews with Dept. of Building & Safety (DBS) inspectors, 
the interviews reveal that the DBS lacks the expertise, organization and documentation to vouch 
for the inspection process. (located at B 1 through B4 within the 600 audit working pages) 

These problems have not been resolved- there is no new data, ego inspection reports, that have 
filled in the huge data gaps found during the audit. There was a failure to adhere to current 
Codes and requirements for implementation of the gas safety systems. (see specifics: KNBC 
Audit Review; July 18, 2007 GC Audit Review) 

The City's resolvc was to attempt to bettcr the Phase 2 portion of Playa Vista. However, with no 
accountability for Phase I, any promises or Council approvals regarding Phase 2 accountability 
are highly suspect. 
QUESTION: 
Since the City is relying upon methane mitigation feasibility and dewatering/ wasterwater 
conclusions of Phase I for the Phase 2 EIR, how will the City eliminate the methane mitigation 



and dewatering/wastewater data gaps, provide proof of methane mitigation feasibility for all 
systems and provide accountability as required under CEQA which has thus far not occurred? 

QUESTIONS: 
Since the City has not fulfilled the 2001 CLA Directive of a CEQA gas mitigation monitor for 
Phase 1 as evidenced by the 2007 Audit, 

1) how will the City provide accountability and public disclosure regarding the methane 
mitigation feasibility as substantial evidence from Phase 1 that can be then applied to 
Phase 2 and, 

2) 2) how will the City provide accountability and actual data gathering regarding the 
dewatering/wastewater issues that have not yet been adequately addressed in the Phase 2 
DElR? 

And, since the Controller's 2007 Audit cites the 2001 CLA Report and Directives as simply 
vague "guidelines" and therefore (June 5, 2007 Controller letter to Mayor, Council, City 
Attorney) sends the City back to the drawing board to re-create accountability, interdepartmental 
coordination and enforcement capabilities for what the Appellate Court's ruling upon the 2001 
CLA Report and Directives, in stark contrast to Controller Chick"vague guidelines"assessment, 
acknowledged as a legally binding CEQA discretionary approval by the LA City Council, how 
then will there be 3) accountability and resolution for the above described disparity of 
viewpoints ego which is legally correct? And, 

3) How will there be actual accountability and enforcement to determine what and what has 
not been implemented at Playa Vista Phase 1 regarding gas mitigation 
measures/dewatering-wasterwater issues? 

4) These issues have only a lip service of vague promises that Phase 2 will be properly 
evaluated, mitigated and enforced. How will #3 accountability occur and how does that 
affect Phase 2 both independently and cumulatively? 

Continued NEW INFORMATION 
LA City Consultant - Exploration Technologies Inc.Report- Still Workin On It 
Failure of the new gas safety systems and failure to properly field test these systems was 
acknowledged and warned by the City's expert Exploration Technologies Inc.(ETI) in a report 
prepared by ETI (Still Workin On It) after the City Council had approved the safety measures in 
2001. 
We now know that the City Council, during the June 2001 CLA Hearing, was provided with 

false information from LADBS regarding gas safety system feasibility including but not limited 
to the success of the experimental 50' deep aquifer vent and monitoring well. In ETINA v City 
of LAI Playa Capital LLC the City continued to provide information to the court that we now 
know to have been false- including but not limited to the gas safety system's feasibility and the 
City's false claim that the oilfield gas issues were part of the 1993 Playa Vista ElR. Regarding 
the latter, the City documents of2004 Methane Code cites the new discovery of oilfield gases at 
Playa Vista in 1999. Thus, the City acknowledges outside of cOUli that the gases were 
discovered post 1993/5 EIR approvals. 
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The ETl Report, entitled STILL WORKlN ON IT, was withheld from the public by City 
attorneys (See- Letter from State Lands Commission attorney- Ludlow). City attorneys then 
argued successfully that the Report was time-barred for use in the Phase 1 CEQA 
Subsequent/Supplemental Environmental Impact Report (SEIR) lawsuit filed by ETINA and 
Grassroots Coalition against the City and Playa Vista. 

Meanwhile, Phase 1 was almost entirely built out contrary to an Appellate Court ruling of Nov. 
2005 which vacated the approval of the Phase 1 methane mitigation measures pending further 
CEQA review of the dewatering associated with the methane mitigation measures. (2005 Appeal 
Court win by ETINA & GC against City of LA and Playa Vista (Playa Capital) 

NEW SOIL GAS INFORMATION 

ETlNA and GC requests the following comments and documents provided be addressed by the 
Phase 2 EIR as pertaining directly to the environmental mitigation and the mitigation's potential 
negative environmental effects upon dewatering/ wastewater issues and the issues of mitigation 
feasibility in relation to the dewatering/wasterwater issues both singularly for Phase 2 and 
cumulatively for both Phase I and 2 and their potential negative environmental effects upon the 
Project and the surrounding sensitive wetland/ riparian corridor environs. 
EG. QUESTIONS 
a. What potential negative environmental effects may occur due to dewatering effects upon the 
migration of the oilfield gases and thus will the gas mitigation measures still provide feasible 
mitigation? And, 
b. what mitigation systems provide accountability for water volumes removed? And, 
c. what mitigation systems provide accountability for ensuring that the dewatering can keep the 
groundwater levels at 1 foot below the gas intake systems as required by the PVMPDP and the 
Citywide Methane Code as it pertains to Phase 2? 

The proposed school site in Phase 1 was recently re-tested for soil gases by the consultant 
company known as Parsons. Parsons conducted some gas sampling including a cursory study for 
helium which may serve as an indicator of SOCALGAS reservoir gas leakage. This gas study 
also found high gas levels and pressures. Parson's first helium study using Summa canisters was 
botched as cited by Parson's, the second attempt with Tedlar bags, did find helium. New gas 
sampling that has been done in this same area by CDM -roughly earlier in 2005 reveals the area 
has high gas levels. Both the Parson's study and the CDM study show that the area now has high 
levels of gas by contrast to the 2000-1 ETl gas studies perfonned in the same area reveal low gas 
levels. Furthermore, since the ETl studies in 2000-1 the "freshwater marsh area has been 
documented by CDM and others to have a huge (millions of cubic feet of gas per day) leakage of 
oilfield gases that are moving through the waters of the marsh at such high pressures as to be 
able to gush to the surface through approximately 8 feet of water. The area proves to be a non
static situation. 



The Phase 2 EIR does not identify these new and dangerous changes and does not provide any 
investigation as to how these new high gas areas may be affecting Phase 2 or how the mitigation 
measures of Phase 2 and of Phase 1 &2 may cumulatively negatively impact the newly identified 
gas migration pathways. 

Helium has been found across the Ballona Valley in various soil gas studies performed by 
various companies. Helium can be a significant marker to signify gas leakage from the 
SOCALGAS reservoir. SOCALGAS storage gas that has been transferred into the facility from 
the Permian basin (Texas/Oklahoma) has been known to contain significant levels of helium. 
However gases coming into the SOC ALGAS facility today are from numerous oth.er sources and 
do not contain the same levels of helium as in years past. Also, as stated by the leading expert 
of SOCALGASlPlaya del Rey facility, the lack of fmding helium in a soil gas sample does not 
preclude the gas sample from being SOCALGAS's gas. ( CPUC-Evidentiary Hearing transcripts 
of SOCALGAS testimony in the Complaint Case and the 851 Case) 
And, SOCALGAS is responsible for allY and all oilfield gases migrating up wellbores within 
their mineral right properties -CPUC-Initial Study Application No. 99-05-029: 

"SCG owns most, if not all mineral rights in the PDR field and storage zone. As such, 
SCG is responsible for any gas leaks originating inn the PDRGSF area of influence and 
from thermogenic sources." 

Thus far, no "gas mixing" studies have been performed upon the oilfield (thermogenic) gas 
samples that have been retrieved. Typically gases stored in an oilfield have the ability to mix 
with gases produced from the oilfield and thus mix. Migrating gases that have "mixed" do not 
have an exact match to the original source and are not an exact match for non-mixed native 
gases. (See Reports attached ego Hazards From Methane Gas In The Soil: Identifying The 
Problem And Determining The Source- D. Coleman, PhD) 

Grassroots Coalition provides below, numerous documents that have not been made part 
of the Phase 2 EIR. Much of the SOCALGAS information provided herein was garnered 
since 2004 as part of a California Public Utilities Commission investigation and litigation 
between SOCALGAS and Grassroots Coalition (acting as intervenors on behalf of the 
public at risk) 

OILFIELD/GAS STORAGE FIELD GAS LEAKAGE 

California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) litigation (7 years) between Grassroots Coalition 
(GC), acting as intervenor on behalf of the communities(s) overlying the oil/gas storage 
operations and, SOCALGAS. The GC complaints against SOCALGAS revolved around 
community health and safety concerns of oilfield gas leakage/ migration and venting from 
SOCALGAS operations. 

GC and SOCALGAS created a Settlement Agreement in 2007 which provides for further 
investigation and monitoring (CPUC approved). Fulfillment of the Agreement is currently 



being established and will be ongoing. (See Settlement Agreement and Court Filings listed 
herein and at CPUC WEBSITE under CASE 00-05-010 (filed May 11,2000); Decision 07-12-
035. 

Internal SOCALGAS documents revealing SOCALGAS gas leakage and migration have been 
provided herein. The documents provided, constitute some of the evidence of SOCALGAS 
reservoir leakage and SOCALGAS wellbores acting as conduits for leakage of oilfield gases 
and/or mixed gases migrating and surfacing. No chemical signature or analysis of NATIVE 
Playa Del Rey oilfield gases exists-as per repeated discovery requests for same. The Playa del 
Rey oilfield was a prototype for use of an oilfi.eld to store injected gases. SOCALGAS has 
acknowledged that its injected gases have migrated into the PDR oilfield beyond the boundaries 
(240 acres -south of Ballona Creek) established for storage when SOCALGAS took control of 
the storage field. Thus, a mixing of injected gases and native gases has been ongoing. (See also 
transcripts from Evidentiary Hearing Aug. 4, 'OS, 99-05-029 (851 Case) and transcripts from 
Complaint Case 00-05-010) 

Information attached to this Playa Vista Phase 2 response includes: hydrogen sulfide (H2S) 
reports/ acknowledgements by both Playa Capital consultants ( Archaeological Monitoring 
Report, May 1998-99); (Playa Vista New Wells 1127/00-1061 0-28999-RT Newells 1127/00-
3/19/00) and the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (LARWQCB) quarterly 
groundwater reports. Quarterly groundwater monitoring reports of LARWQCB from across the 
Playa Vista site typically reveal the presence of H2S in groundwater. The examples provided by 
Grassroots show H2S in the proposed school site area. It is important to note that the 
LAR WQCB does not provide jurisdiction over H2S contamination and has never quantified its 
findings - the anecdotal notations regarding H2S exist in virtually all quarterly groundwater 
reports. The PDR oil/gas field is well known and established as being a "sour" ( H2S) oil field 
(LA City Planning document 15808; SOCALGAS utilizes ucaride (as one example) to combat 
the H2S-S0CALGAS internal document). 

HISTORY 
The Playa Vista site, situated upon Ballona Wetlands, was considered by the City of LA to be 
too dangerous to build utilizing its 1985 Methane Code due to both the unique geotechnical 
environment and the extraordinary high levels and pressures of surfacing oilfield gases 
discovered in 1999 (LA Citywide Methane Code 2004/ Ordinance 175790 &91.7104.3.8; 
Exploration Technologies (ETI)Report (Playa Vista)2000, Regional Geochemical Assessment of 
Methnane, BTEX, C02 and H2S Gas Occurances. Playa Vista Development), ETI's- STILL 
WORKIN ON IT 2001, LA Building & Safety Commission Hearing Transcript 2000). 
In 2001, the LA City Council approved new and experimental gas safety systems that were still 

in a 'progressive design stage' (2001 CLA Report & Directives approval). These new and 
experimental systems were to be strictly field tested and monitored under a new CEQA 
mitigation monitoring program. The oilfield gases were newly discovered in 1999 and were not 
addressed in the 1993 EIR. (LA City Ordinance 175790; 2001 CLA Report) 



BONDS-both CDLAC and Mello Roos bond disclosure statements portray the site's safety 
systems as including an early warning system, MONITORING OF THE 50' AQUIFER gas 
levels. This 24/7 monitoring of the gases within the 50' aquifer has never been implemented. 
(Safety Audit 2007 ) 

POLITICAL FAST TRACK 
The Playa Vista site, situated upon Ballona Wetlands, has been and continues to be a politically 
driven approval for build-out that has habitually dodged both scientific scrutiny and public 
disclosure. 
The 1993 EIR cited that there were no known oilfield gas migration hazards. The City of LA 
refused to perform the soil gas studies requested on behalf of Grassroots Coalition by gas 
migration experts Endres PhD and Robertson (a licensed petroleum engineer )- both familiar 
with SOCALGAS gas storage operations and the Playa del Rey oilfield. 

Playa Vista was acquired by Playa Capital-a conglomerate group of financial powerhouses and 
union - (Morgan-Stanley, Dean Witter, Goldman Sachs, and ULLICO construction pension fund 
in approximately 1997. 

At LA Bnilding & Safety Commission Hearings regarding Playa Vista, the Mayor's office's 
mantra was that the Playa Vista site was the most studied site in history and that there was no 
need for further study. 
Yet, environmentalists prevailed and brought to light Playa Capital's own soil gas studies. 
Playa Capital intemal documents acknowledged that gas studies had been done after they 
acquired the property due to environmental concems raised by the public regarding gas 
migration. PC wanted to know how much they might end up spending for mitigation should 
gases exist. (ENSR Report) Upon finding the surfacing gases, Playa Capital did not inform the 
City of LA but released the studies to the LA Regional Water Quality Control Board- an EPA 
agency having no jurisdiction over migrating oilfield gases and where the report lay buried with 
no notification to the City of LA until found by GC in 1998-9 and GC brought the study to the 
attention of LA Building & Safety. 
Upon reading the study, the head of the Grading Dept. at LADBS championed the requests at the 
City level to have Playa Capital perform new soil gas studies. Playa Capital complied utilizing 
Camp Dresser & McKee (CDM) to perform the tests. Via a CDM soil gas study, Playa Capital 
acknowledged that the site had some gases surfacing but that the gases were fairly insignificant 
and could be mitigated with the City'S methane code of 1985. 
Again, the public prevailed when it questioned the integrity of Playa Capital's gas studies and 
conclusions. GC brought LADBS scientific literature citing industry >iandard techniques for soil 
gas studies, showing that the standards had not been met by CDM and Playa Capital. (eg. 
Hazards From Methane Gas In The Soil: Identifying The Problem And Determining The Source
D. Coleman PhD 1991) . 
LADBS then allowed for Playa Capital to choose between 3 independent companies from 

outside Califomia. Companies that had no prior work with either the Playa Vista site or Playa 
Capital. Playa Capital chose Exploration Technologies Inc.CETl), a Texas based oil/gas 
investigation company. 



ETI reviewed the site's previous enviroruuental studies and concluded that the EIR had not done 
anything to investigate the gas issues and that the prior gas study work done by CDM was not 
properly or adequately done. 
ETI then became the City's consultant and an investigation into the surfacing gases was begun. 

During the course of these studies numerous attempts on the part of Playa Capital persounel and 
SOCALGAS personnel attempted to short cut any meaningful gas investigation via for example 
-constraints upon where to place probes, continued soil disturbance by excavation and 
surcharging- activities that can readily cause outgassing and thus defeat and lower any actual soil 
gas readings. 
ETI's conclusions were far different than Playa Capital and highly placed City officials had been 
stating. ETI found that the site was under pressure and outgassing oilfield gases as high if not 
higher than any oilfield gas seepage area they had experienced around the world. 

Significant new issues came to light including the potential for a fault along Lincoln Blvd. which 
was later mapped as being numerous pressurized branches of displacement underlying the site. 
These newly found areas having the potential to change in intensity via earthquake activity or 
even tidal flux. (Map -underlying geologic structures allowing for gas chimneys - STILL 
WORKIN ON IT) 

ETI and the Dept. of Building & Safety'S Commission determined that the methane code for the 
City of LA was not sufficient to safely mitigate the oilfield gases surfacing at Playa Vista in 
Ballona Wetlands. (Building & Safely Commission Hearing 2000) 
A new and experimental set of gas mitigation measures was developed and still in a 

"progressive design stage" that certain Building & Safety officials claimed were pcrforming 
properly and safely. But for these measures and, in particular the experimental 50' deep aquifer 
gas vent wells- the site was considered to be too dangerous to develop. Two sets of Bonds 
(California Debt Limit Allocation-CDLAC; MELLO-ROOS) that were approved for use in build 
out and infrastructure usage described the mitigation measures that would protect the public. In 
particular the bonds describe the use ofthe 50' deep aquifer vent wells that would both act to 
vent the gases but also would serve as an early warning system-monitoring 2417 the levels of gas 
at aquifer depth. 

Thus in 2001, the studies undertaken were called the Chief Legislative Analyst's Report (CLA 
Report 2001). The 2001CLA Report and its new Directives (which included measures and 
oversight that the City claimed would be strictly enforced) was approved by the City Council and 
development of Playa Vista was allowed to continue. 

Meanwhile, GC and others sued the City and PC for not having performed a new and 
supplemental environmental impact report (SEIR) now that the issues had come to light via the 
200 I CLA Report. In court the City and Playa Capital argued that the EIR had reviewed and 
dealt with the oilfield gas issues and that the Playa Vista gases were not a new issue. The City 
and PC argued that the new mitigation measures and in particular the experimental 50' aquifer 
vent wells worked. GC and the public lost the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 



court battle at the Superior Court level with the Court siding with the City's promises that the gas 
mitigation systems and Directives were actually working and being enforced. 

However, contrary to the language argued in Court, the City acknowledged in 2004 (during a 
new Citywide Methane Code Hearing) that the gases surfacing at Playa Vista were newly 
discovered in 1999. And, after the 2001 CLA Report had been approved and ETI had been 
dismissed by the City, ETI wrote a follow up report called STILL WORKIN ON IT. In this 
Report, ETI acknowledged that numerous field studies for the the gas safety systems had not 
been performed and that without strict adherence to what had been promised, a very dangerous 
situation existed. ETI also acknowledged that the experimental 50' deep aquifer vent well and 
monitoring system was a failure. Though much of it outgassed for a short period of time, the 
system ultimately clogged and filled with water and silt. (The failure of the 50' aquifer vent well 
system was also acknowledged, by LADBS, as a failure due to its placement within an aquifer 
and subsequent clogging with water and silt. The 2004 Citywide Methane Code does not utilize 
50' vent wells for this reason according to LADBS. (2004 CITYWIDE METHANE CODE 
HEARING) 

ETI's STILL WORKlN ON IT was withheld from the public by City Attorney's 
Directives (Ludlow declaration). GC was told of the Report's existence and had it confirmed by 

the State Lands Commission(SLC), who also had a copy of the Report. Under the direction of the 
State Controller,COlmel- SLC had initiated an investigation into the gas issues of Playa Vista 
since part of the property slated for future development was given to the State as payment from 
the Howard Hughes estate for back monies owed to the State. This investigation was short lived 
and stopped due to lack of financing etc. Thus by the time the ETI Report was given to SLC, it 
was left in an attorney's hands. 

In a phone conversation with the SLC attorney, GC was advised that the City may have 
confidentiality concerns and that he would check with the City Attorney. GC was subsequently 
told that not only did the City Attorney not want the Report released to GC but, that SLC was to 
return the Report to the City. 

Having already been given the exact title of the Report by the SLC attorney, GC Public Act 
Requested the Report from the City. The City's response was that the Report did not exist. 

Subsequent to the PRA response GC spoke with the SLC attorney and stated that since the City 
was stating that the Report did not exist, then there must not be any confidentiality agreements. 
SLC sent the Report to GC. Unfortunately, in a CEQA lawsuit there are time bar deadlines etc. 
and our attorney was not aware of other arguments that could have successfully allowed the 
revealing commentary by ETI into Court. The City and Playa Capital successfi.tlly argued to 
keep the document and its information that directly contradicted their legal statements attesting 
to the success of the mitigation systems- out of reach of the Court. 

Thank you for your consideration of these documents regarding the Playa Vista. We believe the 
documents provided herein have not, in the main, been provided for your review and 
consideration by any other party. Noted inside are further online areas to review informational 



documents, such as the CPUC website which contains the Grassroots Coalition v SOCALGAS 
legal briefs and further evidence. Thank you for your time and consideration of tbis important 
matter. 

Patricia McPherson, President - Grassroots Coalition 
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DOCUMENTS PROVIDED TO DTSC BV GRASSROOTS COALITION RELATING TO 
PROPOSED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AT PLA VA VISTA. 

DTSC 
I. DTSC Request for Monitoring of Fountain Park Apts. gas systems (This has never occurred. 

DTSC has never been allowed access.) 

2. 12-22-03 DTSC letter to Sue Chang at LAX/Playa Vista City Planning Dept. regarding audits 
& failures of LADBS including lack of training of methane specialists. 

3. Federal EPA letter commenting on the need for oversight and accountability to ensure proper 
performance of the gas safety measures, both initially and regularly thereafter. (LA City 
Controller Chick Audit (2007) of safety systems provides confirmation that this has not 
occurred.) 
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PtA VA VISTA EIR 
I. 1992 PV EIR - Division of Oil & Gas sets forth false information that the project has no 

shallow zones of gas that can leak to the surface. 

2. 9-22-92 SoCalGas Easement 

.:;. J 992 Draft EIR for PV Phase 1- saying SoCalGas has casement to slore gns under Areas A 
&8. 

LA CITY AND CLA 2001 DOCUMENTS WITH ETI REPORTS/CORHESPONDENCE 

I. 1-19-99 - LADBS letter to Playa Capital resJlonding to 10-14-98 CDM Report for Playa 
Capital showing 40% and 49% methane east of Lincoln Blvd. Near school site. LADBS 
states "it is the experience ofihe Department that methane gas can he highly migratory and 
transient." Map attached with 10-14-98 CDM Report. 

2. I 1-19-99 LADBS letter to Playa Capital·· .. continuous monitoring of the oj llieid gas in the 
50' gravel aquifer "early warning system," that at a minimum, the Playa Vista arca is to be 
considered a "High Potential Methane Zone" and there is a need for monitoring wells to be 
put in the 50' Gravel Aquifer. Bu( for the 50' vcnt wells, the site was considered (00 

dangerous to build. LA City Controller's Audit 2007 reveals 110 performance data and lack 
of inspection data for installation. 

--/-



3. 5-31-00 ETI letter to LADBS - ETI now consulting expert for LA City _. he states the safest 
action is to not build in the area; continuous gas monitoring is mandatory; and that 50' vent 
wells are mandatory in high gas areas. 

4. LA City Councilwoman Galanter's letter to LADBS General Manager Adelman discussing 
City's lack of expertise in gas mitigation and need lor same. 2007 Playa Vista Audit by 
Controller Chick reveals the City still lacks qualified experts. 

5. 6-9-00 Playa Vista Risk Task Force - source of gas is important - if it is ii-om the gas 
reservoir, then the systems need to be re-thought. 

6. 6-16-00 ETI letter to LADBS -- The significance is that SoCalGas gas is migrating up wells. 
This violates DOGGR's regulation of protection to the underlying aquifers and California 
interests. 

7. 6-30-00 ETI Letter to LADBS _. ETl states the potential for H2S and BTFX build-up under 
building slabs. 

8 1-29-0 I Zymax Report to LADBS - Comparison of gas analysis. Helium is i()Und both in 
Phase I and Phase 2 of Playa Vista. (Helium gas study: Playa Vista & SoC:nl wells) 

9. 1-31-01 Letter from David Hsu, LADBS to Playa Capital -- Building in Level III is 
contingent upon fi.mctional sub-surface venting syslem, but for the 50' vent wells the site was 
considered too dangerous to build. 

10.6-4-01 Email ETltoLADBS re: ETI claims CDM again doing improper'Nork. COM's 
failure to comply with E1Ts request to place monitors. 

lOa. PVMP's codes need for certified methane engineer's approval is erroneously given to 
Sepich & Assoc. Documents reveal Sepich's refusal to accept responsibility for the 
system. 

1 I. 8-10-01 ETI Report for LADBS "Still Working on It" CD - on "Region,d Geochemical 
Assessment of Methane, BTEX, C02 and H2S Gas Occurrences", slating that strict 
enforcement (0 field gas testing in the 50' gravel zone must be adhered (0 or a dangerous 
situation exists. Gas seeps along the Riparian Corridor (next to the school site) have not been 
tested and need to be. Gas is Ji'om a thermogenic source. Previous EIR studies were 
inadequate due to limited and poorly done sampling & analysis. Installation of 120 pilot 50' 
vent wells in Phase I was a failure due to plugging orthe wells due 10 weakness & Iluidity of 
former LA River Bed sediments. Many PV wells developed leaks. CDlv! atLcmp(ed to 
correct the situation, but failed. Testing (0 make vent wells work bas nol been done. (This 
evidence of system failure contradicts the City's and Playa Capital's statements 10 the Court 
in ETfNA vs. City of LA & Playa Capital, LLC that the 50' vent weils were successful. 

12. 12-23-03 Letter from LADBS to LA City Council- Staff Report to Establish Citywide 
Methane Mitigation Requirements_ Mentions thermogenic gas at Playa Vis(,) and olher 



hazards at Playa Vista. This report acknowledges that the thermogenic gas at Playa Vista 
was newly discovered in 1999, contrary to the City's and Playa Capital's statements to the 
Court that the gas was not newly discovered. This contradiction continues to the present 
time. 

I}. KNBC notes for Councilman Rosendahl meeting re: PVMPDP + LADBS +LAFDI failure to 
perform as required by the 2001 CLA Report/Directives. 

14. 2-28-07 Letter of LA City Councilmember Bill Rosendahl stating that the eLA process 
failed and a Subsequent or Supplemental EIR needs to be done. 

15. LADBS Code Section 91.7102 stating that de-watering means a permanent system with 
perforated pipes, designed to maintain water level 1 ft. below sub-slab vent system. (There is 
no monitoring and device to enSlire that water can be maintained I n. below the vent system.) 

16. May 2001 Copy ofPV Methane Prevention, Detection & Monitoring Program Document. 
and City approvals for it, and who is responsible for it. CLA Report describes testing 
requirements and liability and City documents for CLA 2001 approv'lI. 

17. Map of proposed school site by COM showing it is in a high methane hazard zone. 

18. 2000 ETI color map of methane concentrations 

19. Example of deep well monitoring- Anthony vent wells at Fairfax. 

20. 1991 Dennis Coleman, Isotech Laboratories. "Hazards from Methane Gas in the Soil: 
Identifying the Problem and the Source". 

21. 1991 - Special Report from Halliburton Services "Gas Migration: Causes. Cost. and 
Remedial Action." 

22. 8-10-01 updated ETI "Still Working On It" (Post 2001 CLA Report) 

ZOOI CLA REPORT CONCUJSIONS (cited by Pat'sons) 

I. 1 1-21-00 SoCalGas Application Case shows cont1iet of interest rc: no gas leakage by Davis 
& Namson working for SoCal Gas interests regarding review for SoC alGas of' Playa Del Rey 
oillieid and at the same time they are working for Playa Capitai. 
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BOND DOCUMENTS 

1. 6-12-01 State Controller's concerns re: gas safety systems are experimental (no proof of 
efficacy) and in a "research & design" stage when City's asking for bonds. Controller 
Connell voted No regarding CDLAC Bond approval in 2001. 

2. CDLAC Bonds. Appraisal document states L.A. City can design system 10 mitigate methane 
in gravel aquifer 35-50 ft. below the ground at a cost of $150,000. 

3. Mello Roos Bonds. Rcport describes mitigation of gravel aquifer 35-50 ft. below the surface 
with a monitor well system. It should be required to continuously measure methane gas 
concentrations. Document states "gas seepage can be easily monitored by installing 50' vent 
wells." Monitoring wells also need to continuously monitor gases in case of an earthquake. 
The appraisal was done with the assumption that 50' vent wells woul.d mitigate the gas 
dangers at Playa Vista. (This monitoring has never occurred and there is no performance 
data of the SO' vent wells. Inspection data for installation is also lacking [2007 Audit].) 

LA CITY CONTROLLER'S AUDIT OF PLAYA VISTA GAS MITIGATiON 

I. 7-25-07 Controller Chick letter to KNBC Frank Snepp. Retraction Idter re: key comments 
made in Audit: Overview. LeLter states there are deep f1a\,\/s in the Report and regret saying 
i I1spections were performed. 

2. 6-5-07 LA City Controller's letter re: Audit. 

3. 8-7-07 City Controller's response to LADBS. City Planning & Fire Dept's responses to the 
Report. Controller states Departments under-play the seriousness of the situation, and states 
that the City Planning 1110nitor has no CEQ A en!clrl:ement authority ovcr permits. 'file 2005 

Appellate Court ruling contradicts the Controller -- the Appellate Court acknowledges or 
assigns alJthority to L.A. Planning as having CEQA authority. 

4. 6-5-07 - KNBC Review of Work Papers Behind LA City Controlier's Audit of LA City 
Oversight of the Playa Vista Project. Deputy Inspectors don't have independence to 
guarantee the integrity of the inspection process. No reference to annual «c:sting. 6-5-07 
Controller's Report in letter to LA City Council. 

4a. Key PV Safety Audit documents cited by KNBC. 

5. 6-15-07 Public Meeting at LA City Councilmembcr Bill Rosendahl's ofJice re: "Health & 
Safety Issues Pertaining to Oilfield & Landfill Gas Migration .- City of LA & Lack of 
Accountability & Adherence to State & Federal Law" - No follow-up meetings heJel on a 
Public Methane Task Force; tbe 6-5-07 City Controller's Audit showing poor recorcl
keeping; that LADBS is changing the 2001 CLA Report without City Council approval. 

-y-



A CEQA Gas Monitor repOliing to the Planning Dept. as required by CLA 2001 Directive is 
not happening. Bond documents were not reviewed by the City Controller for the Audit. 
(There has been no adherence to mitigation measures cited in the Bond documents, e.g. 50" 
vent & monitoring wells.) 

6. 7-18-07 Grassroots Coalition letter to City of LA regarding review of "working papers" of 
City Controller's Report. LADBS Inspector Delli Quadri bas 110 methane mitigation 
expertise to make statements. LADBS agrees with need for 50' vent wells. 

CLA REPORT OF 2001 

I. May 200 I - CLA Report - Property owners are responsible for testing the gas system at least 
annually and submitting a eertii1cation to LAFD 311d LADBS. (Audit 2007 reveals failure to 
do performance tests upon critical systems, including the 50' vent wells.) CLA Report noted 
and filed. 

MgTHANE TASK FORCE 

I. 3-17-06 and 10-31-06 Task Force meetings with private methane companies - excludes the 
public. Includes 10'31-06 List of Attendees and Tom Ponton's notes regarding it. 

la. LA City File #01-1305 re: initiation oreLA 200) Report & Creatioll oCthe City-·wide 
Methane Code 2004 and the Public Methane Task Force. 

lb. i 0-20-98 LA City Council Galanter motion approved motion re: prolectiot, or Ballona 
Wetlands as a natural resource to the City of LA. In particular, this was regarding SoCalGas 
and protection from oil and gas. 

Ie. Part of2004 Methane Code describing LADBS' authority to withhold permits on projects 
located win a methane zone or methane buffer zone. 

2. 4-2-07 Letter of Marianne Brown, WLA Planning Commissioner, and member of Ven Mar 
Neighborhood Association. Letter 10 LA City Planning stating need I<)r n Public Methane 
Task Force. Brown acknowledges her review of LA City Planning documents that reveal 
no actual mitigation monitoring of gas safety systems as required by 2001 eLA Report 

discretionary approval. Brown Jlnds only some contract documents. 

J. 5-1-07 Norm Kulla, of LA City Councilmember Bill Rosendahl"s of!ice. email rc: failure to 
create public Methane Task Force as required by LA City Coutlcil decision File #99-0385-S4 
and File #01-1305. 

4. 5-2-07 Letter fro111 Tom Ponton. Mar Vista Neighborhood Council re: failure to create a 
public Methane Task Force & impropriety by the City and "cottage industry" gas consultants. 



5. 6-15-07 Grassroots letter for meeting with LA City Councilmember Bill Rosendahl's office 
re: 5-22-07 Methane Task Force meeting. No follow-up meetings held on a Public 
Methane Task Force. 

NO MITIGATION MONITOR FOR PLAYA VISTA AS REQUIRED BY 2001 CLA 
REPORT & 2005 APPELLATE COlJRT RULING 

I. GRC request for LA City Planning to provide Mitigation Monitor for Playa Vista. 
Planning's response is the 8-7-98 Zinner Consultant's letter to LA City Planning which 
reveals Zinner plays no role as a gas mitigation monitor. A new role was required of a Gas 
Mitigation Monitor by the 200J CLA Report Discretionary Approval and the 2005 Appellate 
Court Ruling in ETINA vs. City of LA. 

2. Transcript from LA City representative Miller that Gas Mitigation Monitor's duty is to liason 
with EPA agencies, including DTSC. (This never happened.) 

3. 3-2-04 GR Letter to LADES - requesting monitoring entity data (none was forthcoming). 

4. 3-IS-04 LA City Planning Letter to GR - There is 110 monitoring entity report at this time 
(none has been produced to this date). 

5. J 0-5-04 GR Letter to LA City Planning Dept I'cquesting City giLS mitigation monitoring data 
Il)r Playa Vista- City Planning's response: '"They aren't aware ofwhal nrassi"Oots is 
req lIesti ng." 

6. 1 0-IS-04 PRA request tl'OI11 GR to LA City Planning Dept re LA City Gas Mitigation 
Monitor for Playa Vista. City Planning's response" has no information" and refers OR back 
to LADBS. 

7. 9-23-05 PRA request from GR to LADES re: gas mitigation systems. City's response is 
"'There are no documents responsive to your request." 

8. 11-29-06 Letter from LA City to GR re: Mitigation Monitor and Jobs -- Does not include a 
gas mitigation monitor. 

9. ETI "Still Working On It" - regarding the need for field testing and gathering data from 
sampling ports located both above and below the membrane is analyzed ill a lahoratory for 
their methane and butane through contents. "If these testing and reporting procedures are not 
f()lIowed, then a hazardous situation may exist." (This field testing has never been done.) 



LEGAL DOCUMENTS 

1. 6-30-05 Declaration of Certified Petroleum Geologist Walter Merschat that methane seeps at 
Playa Vista are some of the highest he has ever seen around the world. lie could ignite with 
a match many areas of the ground. Also that Phase 2 gas testing spacing is inadequate. 

2. 3-28-07 Declaration of Bernard Endres, Phd. That pump and treat de-gassing must he done or 
the 50' vent wells will not work due to water and microbial activity getting into pipes. It 
could end up like the 1989 near-repeat of the Fairfax explosion of 1985. when the deep vent 
well did not have a de-watering device (pump) and it clogged and nliled. Also. de-watering 
of the 50' vent wells could cause subsidence at Playa Vista site. 

3. 4-6-07 Declaration of Alfred O. Babyans regarding his oversight of gas mitigation at LADBS 
being undercut and weakened. Babyans cites his concerns about"i1 npiosion or fire there. 

4. 12-24-03 Notice of Prop 65 violations by Sempra Energy from Environmental Law 
Foundation and Grassroots Coalition regarding release of Benzene and 'Toluene into 
drinking wells. 

LUDLOW 
I. 11-30-06 CD Declaration of Ludlow - Declaration cites LA City Attorney person(s) 
withholding the data from Grassroots and the public. The City withheld info!'lllfltion of ETI Disc 
regarding FITs study of 50' vent wells failing - Ludlow provides Ell disk tu Grassroots 
Coalition. The City had responded to GR's PRA for the CD, stating that so such document 
ex ists. 

HYDROGEN SULFIDE & HIGH THERMOGENIC GAS 

I. 6-23-66 City Plan Case 15808 - City acknowledges that Playa Del Rey oilfield is a sour FI2S 
oilfleld. 

2. 15808 document with map of conditional use permit. 'fl1erc exists no expansion agreement 
with the CPUC nor DOGGR. 

3. 1998- I 999 Archaeological Monitoring Report by SRI for Playa Viqa EiR. Contains 
information left out by Parsons - H2S across from the school site. M.on;!ors had to run off 
the site. 

4. 4-2-01 Memo from CALEPA DTSC ahout H2S release 01'50 ppm 
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5. Letter about Hydrogen Sulfide by Dr. John Montgomerie. 

6. Historic Data not provided by Parsons - "Playa Vista New Wells" lI27/00·- 3119100 re: high 
areas of hydrogen sulfide. 

7. H2S acknowledgement - R WQCB example of a Quarterly Groundwater Monitoring Report. 
Virtually every report shows fI2S in the water. 

8. 3-10-93 LA County Sanitation District discusses use of biocides to combat H2S in 
SoCalGas lines. 

HELIUM HITS 

I. Playa Del Rey Oil Field map 

2. 3-25-99 Sepich Report·· Helium found in gas under Fountain Park Apts 

3. SoCalGas Active well which its helium content matches the helium found at Fountain Park 
Apartments. Zymax Table showing Helium at Del Rey 13 

4. 1-29-01 Zymax Report & Map to LADBS - Helium found in wells (85'1" at school Site) 

5. Sepich Map showing cross-section of deep wells. 

6. Pre ETI Map by Psomas showing a diJJerent methane pattern across the siie. 

50' VENT WELL FAILURE 

I. Copy of "Still Working on It". Copy of "Still Working On It" is located at #22, page 3, 
under LA City Documents and 2001 CLA Report. 

2. 2001 White Paper by CDM and deep well detail provided by Carlin Environmental & 
Sepich Associates with detail regarding 50' vent wells. (Paper reveals need for keeping 50' 
vent wells unclogged fl·om water/sill in order lor attempt at proper performance). 

3. 3-29-01 Sepich re: Water's Edge and deep well designs - shows how it was designed and 
attached to CDM paper - had to be pump & fl ush - not a passi ve system. 

4. 3-15-01 letter PC to LADBS·- Need lor continual maintenance and still ilnd f~lilurcs: 1/4/01 
ETI letter to LADBS re: clogging/maintenance; 611210 I ETI document showing failures due 
to water/silt of aquifer. 



5. 6-10-05 ETINA/Grassroots Reply to Appellate Court reiterating need for 50' Vent Wells. 
LA City dodged the issue, and the issue is still unresolved by the Court. 

SUBSIDENCE 

I. June 1992 Santa Monica Groundwater Management Plan showing underground formation 
and faults. 

2. 5-3-00 Ali Kurimoto, LA City Public Works, memo refuting his use as an expeli by Playa 
Vista from a phone call. He states that he has no information on ground subsidence in the 
Playa Vista area. 

3. 2-15-0 I Dr. Bernard Endres letter to LA Dept. of Building & Safety entitled "Regional 
Ground Subsidence at Playa Vista, Playa Del Rey, and the M.arina Peninsula. and Related 
Gas Migration Problems. Dr. Endres wrote the paper on the request of LADBS Dept. j'lead, 
David Hsu. 

4. 2-20-01 LADBS Memo by David I-Jsu to City Engineer requesting review of Dr. Endres' 
concerns about subsidence. (His concerns were never addressed.) 

OILFIELD/GAS STORAGE 

1. 2002 - Environmental Hazards & Mitigation Measures for Oil and Gas Field Operations 
Located in Urban Settings by George Chilingarian, PhD. And Bernard Endres, PhD. 

2. 3-13-01 Hutchinson, Kansas investigation of gas storage area explosion - "Geology of 
Natural Gas Pathways & Accumulations under Hutchinsoll, Kansas.-' 

!'lIe REPORTS & SOCALGAS SETTLEMENT WITH GRASSROOTS COALITION 

A. SOC ALGAS Documents 

1. COM Map showing area of SoCalGas Reservoir. 

2. Map in 805 put together. 

3. Map showing spewing of gas 



SOCALGAS DISCOVERY DOCUMENTS 

1. 11-21-01 Discovery request ofGR to SoCalGas re: helium hit in Mariner's Village dated 4-
18-01, 10-18-0 I gas sample analysis - sulfide compounds & H2S, and no native gas 
documentation. 

2. Request by Grassroots Coalition to SoCalGas for compositional data of native gases, buffer 
gases, and cushion gas. CPUC Complaint Case COO-05-0 I 0 to 00-05-012. 

3. 11-21-01 SoCalGas response to GR request for composition of native gas .. SoCalGas is 
unable to locate any such native gas samples. 

B. SOCALGAS INCIDENTS 

I. 5-2-03 Dept. of Conservation letter to Grassroots with a map showing SOCALGAS gas/oil 
plume release to area by Playa Vista school site. 

2. 4-2-03 Governor's OHice of Emergency Services Hazardous Material Spill Update re: 
venting of 2 million cubic feet of gas/ with email reports from DOGe; R. 

3. 4-3-03 Daily Breeze article re: SOCALGAS gas spill 

4. 3-30-04 SOCALGAS leak of gas condensate onto Admiralty Way ill Marina Del Rey. 

5. 4-8-04 Argonaut article thal Admiralty Way leak is gas condensate n()t ,'('lined oil. 

6. 3-25-00 Stadish case -- condensate release against Stadish hOllse. 

C, SOCALGAS INTERNAL DOCUMENTS 

I. Stadish vs. SOCALGAS Deposition of Racine Tek, )foremost inventory expert in the 
country) - discusses large gas leakage from storage area. 

7 Diagrams showing various well leakage (Lorio). 

3. MHA map showing extent oj' SOCALGAS storage area and location of complaints from gas 
. exposure with LA City Conditional Use Permit drawing. 

la. SoCalGas ownership maps. 

4. 8-16-74 Ofllce Memo (P.S. Magruder Jr.) rc: casing leak in Wei: i,2 .. !. 

). 10-30-78 Office Memo (Cordano) re: corrosion in wellhead piping of\Vc!1 13-1 



6. 6-7-83 SoCalGas report that need old oil wells for observation wells. 

7. 8-25-87 SoCalGas Memo (Zuniga and Sinclair) re: SOCAL4 well producing H2S above 
2000 ppm 

8. 12-6-88 SOCaJGas Memo re: Troxel (Sinclair) - Well shows gas migration beyond fault 
area. 

9. 2-14-91 Pacific Enterprise letter to SoCalGas re: legal argument to attempt to lose liability 
for their pressure juggling in the area. 

10. 2-29-00 SoCalGas Memo (Meltzer) -- average be11l:ene levels in SoCalGas samples were 223 
ppm. 

II. 3-22-00 SoCalGas Memo (Mansdorfer) - List of subsurface gas weI! ienks at Playa Del Rey. 

12. 11-20-91 SoCalGas Co. memo li'om Thompson to Montgomery showing non-SoCalGas 
coming up well borings. 

D. PUC REPORTS 

1. 8-20-02 CPUC Complaint Case Facts & Findings PDR Storage I'icle! by Consumer 
Protection & Safety Division _. conclusion that greater than 50% chancc that gas is ii'om 
SoCalGas storage reservoir. 

2. 1991 lsotech Labs study by Coleman - Hazards from Methane Gas in the Soil- Problem & 
Source 

3. April 1999 Halliburton Services. Journal of Petroleum Technoiogy "Gas Mitigation: 
Causes, Cost & Remedial Correction" 

4. 3-25-00·"· Mehmet Tek Deposition stating SOCALGAS loses ovcr 100 million cubic feet of 
gas per year from their storage reservoir. 

5. 3-31-01 Geology of Natural Gas Pathways & Accumulation Uncler Hutchinson, Kansas, 
By M.Lee AlJisin, Kansas State Geologist "Report Presented to [loLise [environment 
Committee 

6. 4-23-0 I SoCalGas Marina Del Rey Soil Gas & Playa Del Rey Storage Gas Analysis' 
showing Helium in MDR barhole. 

7. 10-11-01 Playa Del Rey Gas Sample Testing by SoCalGas showing hydrogen sulfide in gas. 



8. 10-18-01 SoCalGas Playa Del Rey Gas Sample shows significant amounts of heavy, 
unidentified sulfur compounds. 

9. August '02 - Wilson Geosciences Report on "Shallow Sub-surface Conditions Associated 
with Twelve Abandoned Well Sites for SoCalGas lot sale. 

10. Map -- Playa Del Rey 851 CPUC Complaint Case showing extent of PDR gas storage area. 

O. SOCALGAS SETTLEMENT WITH GRASSROOTS COALITION 

1. SoCalGas PUC Settlement Agreement with Grassroots Coalition 
:2, PUI~f1 De<.- {!e-'1 GMS,7i:'RAGe FfJc'/U·CY a/J5 N7tG,,-i'I'TitJ;..) l}ff;?4"iJ2.£15)· 11iUO V'!fl;7" f)UVTb-:5 

fMPiJ5eJ) .1/) Iv/ON/nit </; N'lm·e1T1'i" 771<':£6 f)i9 liX'">G/I?o{'/5" (:fJ,otJ/nOI1-!5 3··?/f -6'7-{l(fI5SjJ!(!1;5~ i 
. ' ' CiYJOTlc11v 

MAPS 
1. PV Phase 1 Map showing gas levels changing and are migratory 
2. ETI Report - Methane Concentrations 
3. 1979 Map showing underground gas storage areas in the U.S. 
4. Untitled Diagram - "Active Oil Well Gas Leakage Into Surrounding Geology & Ecosystem" 
3. Map regarding Conditional Use Permit 15808 
4. 2 ETI Maps - showing fracture zones and connections to leaking wells with ET! 1-31-01 _ 

letter to David Hsu, LADBS. re: subsurface fl-acture areas, f /14;, c:r::c CD "STld.. t.{)#RJ!f fJ1 0 (J Irl/ 

5-; 

DVO 
1. DVD ofKNBC Channel 4 Investigative Series "Burning Questions: The Playa Vista Story" 
2. DVD of 2007 LA City Controller's Audit 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































